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3.

GOALS OF THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY

3.1

The Overall Goal
1.

To increase access to quality, affordable housing that is integrated into the community so as to support the community’s outcomes related to
the sustainable economic, social and environmental development of the QLDC area.
“to increase access” means to enact measures that
•

prevent the demand for Affordable and Community Housing from increasing beyond the levels measured in 2006; and

•

enable 70% of the District workforce which is in need of and eligible for Affordable and Community Housing to live within the QLDC
area by 2016.

This goal reflects three main ‘pillars’ of a long-term sustainable affordable housing strategy. At a high level, the Strategy needs to signal that it is not just a
matter of increasing the supply of affordable housing. Affordable housing also needs to be of good quality and integrated into the community.
Quality therefore refers to:
• the suitability of the dwelling to meet the specific needs of the household, in terms of size and layout; and;
• the quality of the design and construction of the dwelling and its facilities and services, including reasonable physical condition, energy efficiency
and privacy.
Integration therefore refers to:
• the suitability of the location enabling the household to access employment, shops, schools and community facilities without long trips by car; and
• all suburbs and settlements having some affordable housing, avoiding an over-concentration of affordable housing in some areas.
3.2
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Three Additional Specific Goals
2.

To facilitate initiatives to increase the supply of affordable quality housing for rent to seasonal workers, as an end in itself, as well as the flowon benefits it will bring to the long term rental market.

3.

To significantly increase the supply of quality, affordable, and secure rental property to meet the needs of committed local residents, employed
in key industries that are important to the economic and social wellbeing of the community.

4.

To support development of the owner occupier housing market for committed local residents employed in key industries that are important to
the economic and social wellbeing of the community, and to ensure the retention of this housing as affordable housing.

